academy
This superbly engineered seating system, with an
exceptional track record, provides a new level in
comfort for a lecture theatre or conference venue.
The seat cushion and back squab are cold moulded
urethane foam over curved ply inners, bolt fixed to a
robotically welded steel support system. The seat has a
quiet gravity tilt action, pivoting on zero maintenance,
self lubricating nylon bearings.
The seat and back are upholstered in standard Effuzi
fabrics, or in the fabric of choice to blend with your
decor and ambience. The outer back and underside of
the seat are enclosed by way of an injection moulded
ABS pan. This protects the tilting mechanism and provides
a non wear area for fabric edges and backs.
The 'Academy' system can be either tread or riser mounted
in a variety of formats. Curved rows and infinitely variable
seat spacing can be accommodated due to the unique
single leg design.
The 'Academy' is a must for lecture or conference venues
requiring a robust durable seating system, providing
excellent levels of comfort at an economical cost.
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academy options
fabric selection
powder coating colours
arms
riser mounting
desk options
curved rows

effuzi reserve the right to change the design or specifications during our ongoing development policy of continued improvement
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